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Obama Endorses UN Taxes on Americans
Contributed by Tom McGregor
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Apparently, President Barack Obama wants to raise taxes on American voters to finance New World Order United
Nations projects. He even endorses a plan for the UN to tax Americans directly, where the organization has the power to
audit UN tax dodgers.
Fox News reports that, &ldquo;in our new book, &lsquo;Here Come the Black Helicopters: UN Global Governance and
the Loss of Freedom.&rsquo; Eileen and I describe how there is now pending in the UN all kinds of tax plans to tax
Americans and redistribute their wealth &ndash; not to other Americans &ndash; but to other countries. These taxes will
not be like our UN dues paid by a vote of our Congress. Nor akin to foreign aid which we choose to give. They would be
mandatory levies on American citizens. And since they would be enumerated in a Treaty &ndash; not an act of Congress
&ndash; only the president and the Democratic Senate need be on board. The Republican House has no role in the
Treaty-making process.&rdquo;
Here are some of the UN taxes:
A &lsquo;Robin Hood&rsquo; tax on financial transactions. Every time you buy or sell a stock or a bond or exchange
money while traveling, you&rsquo;d be hit with a financial transactions tax (a percentage of your transaction) that would
go to the UN.
A carbon tax on all US or other foreign commercial or passenger aircraft flying to Europe. Nominally to fight climate
change, these revenues would also go to the third world.
To read the entire article from Fox News, link here:Tmcgregordallas@yahoo.com
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